
THE INCORPORATION OF HYPOCHLOROUS IN THE  
TREATMENT OF A TRAUMATIC WOUND BED TO THE HAND
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Puracyn® Plus Professional Formula Wound Irrigation Solution is a super-oxygenated hypochlorous solution that is scientifically engineered to cleanse, irrigate, and moisten wounds of all types. Puracyn Plus assists in debridement and prepares the wound bed for optimal healing. For more information visit: puracynpluspro.com 
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Background: Patient was working on his vehicle when it suddenly slid off the jack stands. The traumatic injury occurred when the patient attempted to stop the car with his hand resulting in the vehicle rolling over his hand 
and arm.

Description of Treatment Protocol: After being admitted to the Emergency Room, the patient’s wound was cleansed with normal saline. Following a consultation by orthopedics, it was determined that a subsequent 
operation was needed. The severity of the trauma wound was increased due to the unknown nerve damage and possible loss of mobility. 

In surgery, the wound was closed by primary intention with a postoperative dressing applied. Day two following the procedure, the dressing was removed and the wound had dehisced in the palm and distal part of the 
forearm secondary to a high bacterial load. Oral antibiotics were administered for 14 days.

Ortho directed the wound to be left open, soaked with Puracyn Plus Wound Irrigation Solution, patted dry, followed by the application of Puracyn Plus Antimicrobial Hydrogel with a dry, sterile dressing changed daily.

Upon discharge, the patient was instructed at each dressing change to continue soaking with Puracyn Plus Wound Irrigation Solution, followed by application of Puracyn Plus Antimicrobial Hydrogel, and use of a dry, sterile 
dressing.

Patient Outcome: Within 5 weeks of continued soaks and dressing changes, the wound healed by secondary intention with no further need of oral antibiotics. After 90 days, the patient has 90% use of his hand and arm, 
moderate scarring, with minor nerve pain when his hand is closed firmly. The use of hypochlorous acid* in the treatment played a role in removing the high bacterial load and stimulated the healing process.


